Information for patients at
Healthaction GP practices
June 2018
We have sent you a letter to explain
that your GP practice will be closing.

This document will provide more
information about why your GP
practice is closing.

There are 3 other GP practices closing
in Liverpool too.
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Introduction
NHS Liverpool Clinical Commissioning
Group (CCG) plans health services for
people in Liverpool.

In April 2017 the CCG agreed for
Healthaction to manage 4 GP
practices in Liverpool.

Healthaction is a not-for-profit
organisation.

Not-for-profit means that all the
money within an organisation is used
to keep it running.

Healthaction has now told the CCG
that they can no longer manage the
4 practices.
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The 4 Healthaction GP practices that
will close are:

•
•

Healthaction Breeze Hill,
Rice Lane, L9
Healthaction Robson Street,
Mere Lane Neighbourhood Health
Centre, L5

•

Healthaction Stanley Road, Stanley
Road, L5

•

Healthaction Childwall, Fiveways
Health Centre, Childwall Road, L15

The practices are all in the
same buildings or centres as
other GP practices.

None of these other GP practices will
be affected.
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Why is this happening?
Healthaction has found it difficult to
employ doctors at the 4 practices.
They have only been able to offer
short term employment contracts.
Healthaction agreed to manage the
practices for 3 years.
After this time there was an option
to carry on managing the practices
or stop.
Many doctors prefer to work at
practices with long term contracts.
Doctors on short term contracts are
known as locums.
Locums are much more expensive to
employ than doctors who are on long
term contracts.
This has meant that Healthaction can
no longer offer the service that
patients need.
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Why can’t someone else
manage Healthaction’s GP
practices instead?

The CCG thinks another
organisation would have the same
problems with employing doctors
as Healthaction has.

This would not be fair to the patients
who have already been unsure about
their GP services at these 4 practices.

We believe the best thing is to
transfer these patients to other GP
practices where they can get better
care in the future.
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What happens if you
are a patient at one of
these practices?

Most patients will be
transferred to another GP
practice in the same building.

Your medical records will be passed
on to your new GP practice.
MEDICAL
RECORD

Your medical records have
information about your health and
any medication or treatment you have
had now or in the past.

You might be asked to go for a checkup at your new GP practice.

This will be to check things like your
weight and height and to talk about
any medication or treatment you
are having.
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If your current GP has sent you to
see a hospital specialist, the
hospital will contact you directly
about your appointment.

My new GP
address….

You can tell the hospital
where your new GP practice
is at the appointment.

If you have already seen a hospital
specialist they will write to your
current GP now or to your new GP
after you have been transferred.

If you are waiting for the results of a
blood test or an X-ray, these will be
added to your medical records so your
new GP practice will see them.
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You will get the same services at
your new GP practice as you got at
your old one.

The letter you got with this document
will explain which GP practice you are
being transferred to.

The letter will also explain how to find
a different GP practice instead if you
would prefer.
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